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Phrasal frequency effects (Bannard & Matthews, 2008) have often been 

taken as evidence for the existence of representations for multi-word 

units. However, Baayen et al. (2013) were able to simulate phrasal 

frequency effects using a naive discriminative learning (NDL) network 

that does not rely on representations for multi-word units, by connecting 

letter digraphs to the constituent words of the multi-word units. 

Even though it may sometimes be possible to model phrasal frequency 

effects without relying on representations of multi-word units, it is not 

clear whether this is the most optimal architecture to use. Therefore, we 

built an NDL network where a layer of input cues, consisting of the 

constituent words of a set of 300 semantically transparent trigrams, and a 

layer of outcomes, the trigrams themselves, are connected.  

The validity of this NDL architecture was tested against two 

experimental data sets where stimuli consisted of these 300 trigrams. 

Statistical analyzes showed that the NDL measures performed to 

comparable levels as traditional frequency measures in explaining the 

empirical data. This testifies to the usefulness of an NDL architecture 

with full-form representations for semantically transparent multi-word 

units, and with their constituent words used as learning cues.  

One problem noted by Baayen et al. (2013) is that it is unclear how 

multi-word units can be distinguished from each other. Our 

discriminative network provides a first tentative solution to this question. 

We will also argue that a discriminatory perspective clarifies why multi-

word units have to be short (with a most five words).  
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